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● Genetic Association studies● Whole genome sequencing ● Rare Disease

Genomic routes to understanding biology

● Rare disease provide us with a phenotype, but we need a model system to explore the
underlying biology

● We have a catalogue of genes, but don’t know what they do

● We have a catalogue of mutations which affect disease susceptibility, but have no idea
of the underlying biology



Disease models – human stem cells

● Patients with gene mutations can help
us understand gene function

● Human’s don’t make particularly
willing experimental organisms !

● An observational science and not an
experimental one

● Genetic make-up of humans is highly
variable

● Difficult to pin-point the gene
responsible for the disease in the first
place



Disease models – mouse

● Full ability to manipulate the genome experimentally

● Easy to maintain in the laboratory – breeding cycle is
approximately 2 months

● Mouse and human genomes are similar in size, structure and
gene complement

● Most human genes have murine counterparts

● Mutations that cause disease in human gene, generally produce
comparable phentoypes when mutated in mouse

● Mice have genes that are not represented in other model
organisms e.g. C. elegans, Drosophila – genes of the immune
system
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● Cas9 protein purchased

● Guide-RNAs are synthesized

● Repair templates are synthesized

● Mix together and microinjected

Cas9

CRISPR/Cas9 Mutagenesis within the zygote



Efficiencies are generally good

● In most litters of pups born there is a mutant present (indel)

● Efficiencies are dependent upon the genomic context, gRNA chosen, nature of the
mutation being knocked-in
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Alternative methods for delivery to the zygote



Cas9 expressing mice preload their eggs with Cas9

gRNA

● Oocytes derived from Cas9 expressing mice are loaded with active nuclease

● This maternal contributed Cas9 provides a natural pulse of Cas9 expression before being
quickly degraded.

● Increase the efficiency of Knock-in
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Problems – off-target mutation

● The specificity of CRISPR is defined by only 20 nt

● (near) identical sequences may be present elsewhere

● …..and Cas9 nuclease tolerates certain mismatches

● How real is this problem when applying CRISPR/Cas9
nucleases in the single cell embryo



Off-targets – solutions?

● Better algorithms predicting accuracy

● Engineered Cas9s with high accuracy

● Other CRISPR/Cas family members
show higher levels of accuracy
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● Accuracy is also vital for discriminating a mutant copy of a gene from a healthy copy
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Problems – mosaicism

● Founder mice generated with CRISPR
are almost invariably mosaic

● Not all cells are mutated/corrected!

Yen et al., 2014
Cas9 active

Cas9



Problems – large deletions and rearrangements



Solutions – avoid cutting the genome in the first place

Target DNA
Cas9

gRNA

DNA
modifying
enzyme(s)

dCas9

Base editing

● C to T

Cytosine Base Editors (CBEs)

● A to G

Adenine Base Editors (ABEs)
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Base editing in action

● Some sites in the genome
work really nicely

● Some don’t!

● Significant off-targets have
been found to result from
the use of the cytosine base
editors



Prime editing – a new copy/paste technology

Target DNATarget DNA
Cas9

gRNA

Reverse
transcriptase
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Prime editing in action (Hek293T cells)



Which variants can these technologies address?

Base editing (May 2018) Prime editing (July 2019)
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What works in mouse, works in human

Cas9

● Disease correction in human embryos



Meet Dr. He Jiankui

HIV carrier HIV negative

ICSI + CRISPR

guide RNA
Cas9

Lulu Nana



Dangerous and nonsensical use of the technology

● Safety issues are as yet completely unclear

● Nana is a CCR5 KO, but ….

● Lulu only has an in-frame deletion of a few amino-acids on one copy of CCR5

● No clinical need for CCR5 gene editing – an enhancement?

● The consequences of CCR5 knock-out throughout life in humans is unclear.

● CCR5 loss in mouse leads to increased susceptibility to other viral infections, such as influenza and West
Nile virus.

Statement of Principles on Genome
Editing – August 27, 2019

“We assert that germline gene editing is
currently inappropriate in human clinical
settings”



Summary and future of this technology

● Current status

– CRISPR/Cas site-specific nuclease can be easily programmed to address virtually any
genomic sequence, enabling gene editing

– Their introduction to fertilized zygotes leads to efficient mutagenesis

– Lack of precision and associated non-specific DNA damage is a concern

– Next generation tools being rapidly developed to counter these concerns

● The future

– Greater understanding of DNA repair outcomes

– Mining the bacterial kingdom to identify new enzymes and evolution of existing ones

– More information about clinical trail safety where CRISPR is being used in somatic
tissues ex vivo (and also now in vivo).

– Optimization and thorough safety assessment of base editing

– A therapeutic application in human embryos
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